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industry?
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11 Mitchell Ln, Glasgow
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WELCOME TO QUESTION SESSION
Launched in 2016, Question Session is committed to educating
people about the music industries. Through an online educational
portal, news and reviews blog and a comprehensive music
conference, Question Session encourages learning, development
and networking.
Each event allows attendees to collectively engage in a range
of activities delivered by industry practitioners. Through
discussions, exercises and practical training, participants
can raise questions, debate and demonstrate the skills and
knowledge they have learned.
Question Session promotes inclusion and has initiated change
by ensuring that each conference line-up demonstrates a 50:50
gender balance. In addition, the content exhibits accessibility,
giving everyone a platform for discourse and an opportunity to
learn and progress.
To fnd out more information on each session’s participants,
please visit this page: questionsession.co.uk/schedule
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THE ORANGE BOX LEVEL 5
AIM presents: Make money from doing what you love - how to
start a business in music
10AM - 10.45AM
PANEL

This panel will give you the practical tips you need to build your
independent music business.
X Michael Lambert — Moderator
X Stina Tweeddale
X Tom Pickford
X Tamara Schlesinger

Pathways to the music industry
11AM - 11.45AM
PANEL

This session will investigate the different paths on offer, from
the traditional academic model to a variety of community
approaches and others.
X Rosie Bans — Moderator
X Carolann Burns
X Mark Chambers
X Tom Johnson
X Kathryn Dryburgh
X Yvonne Tipping

Understanding the live music industry
12NOON - 12.45PM
PANEL

This session will focus on the live music industry, delving into the
different areas that contribute to the sector. Each panellist will
provide an account of their experiences and answer questions.
X David Culbert — Moderator
X Caroline Dunkley
X Chris McGarry
X Nick Stewart
X Katy Walsh
X Susan Bear
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Initiating change and developing the industry
1PM - 1.45PM
PANEL

The panellists will discuss the issues relating to their feld and
provide some insight into how to overcome the challenges they
encounter. This session was curated by Glassic Records, an up
and coming student initiated record label.
X Moderator — Vic Galloway
X Chris Tams
X Jayne Stynes
X Jess Partridge
X Suzanne Miller
X Louise Stanners
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THE ORANGE BOX LEVEL 5
Exploring the creative process
2PM - 2.45PM
PANEL

As we all adopt different creative approaches, this session will
explore the creative perspectives of each panellist and, in turn, it
will discuss ensuring well-being prior to the commencement of
the creative process, the environment in which we create and the
examination of innovative creative practices.
X Moderator - Michelle Harkness
X Gavin McKenzie
X Claire Docherty
X Rachel Collier
X Andrew Pettigrew
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Performing and creating music for a living
3PM - 3.45PM
PANEL

This panel will explore the experiences of the careers of
musicians and songwriters from different perspectives with the
aim of providing helpful information which will enable the panel
of industry professionals to identify success.
X Moderator - Vic Galloway
X Keith Harris
X Nicky Carder
X Graham Massey
X Lynsey Liora Knox
X Matthew Ward

Developing the hip hop and grime scene
4PM - 4.45PM
PANEL

This is a platform for the burgeoning Scottish Hip Hop
community to collectively participate in. Led by Creative
Scotland, this session welcomes all contributors to Hip Hop with
the intention to debate how the scene can gain more recognition,
implement a regional infrastructure and discuss how to further
develop the scene.
X Moderator - Jamie Houston
X Dave Hook
X Becca Starr
X Konz Strachan
X Steg G
X Shanie Ryan
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GALLERY 2 LEVEL 2
KOR! Records experimental music drop in session
10AM - 10.45AM
WORKSHOP

KOR! Records are an independent record label who run
experimental music and noise projects with people with
additional support needs and release their output. This workshop
will be a drop in session for musicians of all abilities to come and
fnd ways of collaborating together. People will be encouraged
to try new things. If you usually play bass, have a go on a fute,
if you’ve never played an instrument choose the one that looks
most interesting and work out how you can get sound out of
it. The workshop will be relaxed and playful and probably quite
noisy. (We will have some ear defenders on hand).

Sensatronic Lab: an introduction to multi-sensory instruments
11.30AM - 12.15PM
WORKSHOP

Sensatronic Lab is a project, run in association with Sense
Scotland, which aims to make digital music accessible to all, run
by a team of digital artists and musicians. Sensatronic Lab have
established a way of working that includes building instruments
that are inclusive, tactile and fun. The session will include an
overview of the project and the ethos behind it. We will give an
outline of the technology involved and introduce some of the
instruments created through the project, followed by a chance to
try them and have a jam!

Pioneer’s exclusive DJM-V10 demonstration
12.45AM - 1.45PM
DEMO

PioneerDJ will be joining us for an exclusive demonstration on
the new DJM-V10. Tech specialist Sam Shepherd will take us
through the new 6 channel mixer and all its elements, creating
unique soundscapes from multiple audio sources, using CDJ’s
to live production equipment. With independent send/returns,
4-band EQ’s, master isolator, a compressor per channel
and a brand new digital effect, Sam will create an individual
demonstration which is not to be missed.
X Sam Shepherd
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Building a promotional and marketing campaign
2PM - 2.45PM
WORKSHOP

This engaging workshop will detail the importance of a PR and
marketing campaign for a music product. It will give attendees
the opportunity to learn new skills and apply them in an industry
context. The function and deployment of a press campaign
will be explored, allowing practitioners to demonstrate their
involvement at each stage.
X Katie Malcolmson
X Sharon Andrews
X Rupert Vereker & Katie Coe
X Hamish Fingland

SMIA Workshops: An introduction to events management
3PM - 5PM
WORKSHOP

As part of the SMIA’s innovation-led development programme,
designed to help nurture business talent and build infrastructure
in Scotland’s music industry, they will be delivering a workshop
that will focus on: organising and deliver an event, working with
an event team, managing resources and meeting deadlines,
creating and event schedule and budget,how to fnd best deals
and venues through research and networking, Health and Safety,
risk assessment and insurance, understanding the audience,
problem solving, and evaluating success.
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GALLERY 4 - ABLETON LEVEL 4
Navigating the music industry
11AM - 11.50AM
SEMINAR

Rachel K Collier is an accomplished producer, songwriter,
performer, entrepreneur and performer. Join her at Question
Session to hear her journey from starting out to her debut album
release and tour. Being a solo artist in the 21st century consists
of spinning many plates including marketing, events organising,
communications, production, stage-tech, law and more. Rachel
will be on hand to discuss how she navigates the industry, meets
new contacts, effectively promotes whilst still leaving time to
make music!
X Rachel K Collier

Everything is music: making music from the data universe
12.10PM - 1PM
SEMINAR

This workshop enables musicians of all styles to tap into this
vast and profound craft of ‘data-music’. This long-established
but niche craft has now been given a profound renaissance with
contemporary technology: Ableton Live with bespoke Max for
Live devices allow a world of real-time music creativity beyond
the limits of human imagination.
X Phelan Kane
X Dr Milton Mermikides

Liberation and Creative Flow
1.20PM - 2.10PM
SEMINAR

Join Sebastian and Johanna Knutsson of Circle of Live for
a talk concerned with their formation and the philosophy of
improvisation as it relates to: liberation and creative fow,
methods that encourage rich experiences while improvising,
strategies specifc to electronic music and software, and
collaboration with other musicians. Joined by Ableton’s Joe
Joyce, they will discuss improvisation, and the roles creativity
and collaboration play in this collective endeavour.
X Sebastian Mullaert
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X Johanna Knutsson

Making music out of the loop
2.30PM - 3.20PM
SEMINAR

Getting ‘Stuck in the Loop’ happens to all of us making electronic
music. Join subSine | Academy of Electronic Music boss and
Ableton Certifed Trainer Simon Stokes as he shows creative
methods and workfows for progressing your music and getting
out the loop using software and hardware.
X Simon Stokes

Musical direction
3.40PM - 4.30PM
SEMINAR

Joe is a drummer and musical director based in the UK with a
plethora of credits which span from playing drums live and in
the studio for Ellie Goulding to working as musical director for
Years & Years, Sigrid, Aurora, Alunageorge, Becky Hill, DJ Fresh,
and Ben Khan. In 2019 he launched his frst online video training
series ‘You’re So Hybrid - Ableton Live for Drummers’. Always
keen to pass on his experience, Joe has taught masterclasses
at music colleges and events internationally and now brings his
experiences and insight into the industry to Question Session
2020.
X Joe Clegg
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CONFERENCE SUITE - ABLETON LEVEL 3
Build your frst Max for Live device
10.30AM - 11.30AM
WORKSHOP

Is this workshop, Ableton Certifed Trainer Phelan Kane will guide
participants through the creation of a Dub Delay audio effect
device via Max For Live and Live 10. Designed for experiential
audio manipulation, the Dub Delay device provides tempo sync
and flters to sculpt audio into new rhythmical forms.
X Phelan Kane

Circle of Live: Performance workshop
12NOON - 1PM
WORKSHOP

Circle of Live is one of the most exciting event concepts in the
electronic music scene right now. “Honouring the values of
spontaneity and improvisation,” it focuses entirely on improvised
live electronic performance without ever losing touch with the
values of the dancefoor and collective expression that are the
life blood of club culture. Join Sebastian Mullaert and Johanna
Knutsson from Circle of Live for a demonstration of their live
setup.
X Sebastian Mullaert & Johanna Knutsson / Circle of Live

Ableton 101
1.30PM - 2.30PM
WORKSHOP

Beginning your digital music journey need not be daunting and
complex, join Anna and Mel at Question Session to see how
Ableton live and Push are changing the music making process.
Learn how to express your musical ideas and get creative with
Live’s key features in this introductory Ableton Live 10 Workshop
featuring Ableton’s Push 2 controller with two Ableton Certifed
Trainers who are on hand to showcase the endless music-making
possibilities. Bring along your laptop with a downloaded copy of
the Live 10 Suite Trial to get started or utilise one of the limited
availability imacs on hand in the workshop lab.
X Mel Uye Parker
X Anna Lakatos
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Everything is music: Making music from the data universe
3PM - 4PM
WORKSHOP

Participants of the workshop will be given the tools to make
music from anything. You will learn how to translate your names,
planetary motion, ocean tides, weather systems, sleep cycles,
animal behaviour and endless other forms of ‘non-musical
data’ into your music. This will offer a profound shift in musical
mindset about what music is and can be – everything is music.
The workshop will be perfectly suited for online content including
demonstrations and resources for a wide range of music making
and beguiling impact.
X Phelan Kane
X Milton Mermikides
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TOWER ROOM LEVEL 1
Introduction to Game Audio in Unreal Engine
10AM - 10.45AM
SEMINAR

This seminar will look at some of the key differences between
interactive audio compared to linear and introduce the process
of creating and implementing sound into a game using the
Unreal Engine. Participants will be able to engage with the sound
capture, learn how it is added to the game engine and hear their
sounds used in gameplay.
X Andreas Jonsson
X David Burnett
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Scottish Music Industry Association Drop-in
11AM - 11.30AM
DROP IN

The Scottish Music industry Association team will provide an
opportunity to discuss topics and concerns in relation to their
organisation.
X Andreas Jonsson
X David Burnett

Managing social media posts effectively
11.45AM - 12.30PM
SEMINAR

The session will explore how to utilise paid for social media
advertising to grow your brand, reach your audience and get
discovered online.
X Shona Watson

How to get your music onto TV, flm & computer games
1.15PM - 2PM
PANEL

This session will discuss the importance of synchronisation deals
for composers and sound designers. The licensing of music will
be considered from different perspectives in order to provide an
in-depth account of the sector.
X Sophie Small
X Susan McGregor
X Oliver Way
X David Grimason
X Martin Hewett
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TOWER ROOM LEVEL 1
The importance of Spotify playlists
2.10PM - 2.55PM
SEMINAR

Having your music selected on a playlist can potentially increase
plays and hence generate revenue. This session will provide an
understanding of the process of getting your music onto the right
playlists for your genre of music.
X Jonas Stone

Help Musicians UK drop-in
3PM - 3.30PM
DROP IN

The Help Musicians UK team will provide an opportunity to
discuss topics and concerns of musicians in relation to their
organisation.

DIY Mag drop-in
3.35PM - 4.05PM
DROP IN
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The DIY Mag team will provide an opportunity to discuss topics
and concerns in relation to their organisation.

Introduction to Game Audio middleware & Audiokinetic Wwise
4.15PM - 5PM
SEMINAR

This seminar will look into the basic functionality of audio
middleware software, in particular Wwise by Audiokinetic.
Participants will get an overview of the features of Wwise, insight
into game audio practice and follow the process of implementing
a sound into Unreal Engine using middleware.
X Andreas Jonsson
X David Burnett
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DOOCOT CAFÉ LEVEL 5
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Sponsored by Guitar Guitar
11.40AM - 4.50PM
LIVE MUSIC

X 11.40AM - 12NOON - Ceara Campbell
X 12.15PM - 12.35PM - Chloe Hawkins
X 12.50PM - 1.10PM - Marie Gallagher
X 2.00PM - 2.20PM - The Loners
X 2.35PM - 3.05PM - Calum Jones
X 3.20PM - 3.40PM - Dissenter
X 3.50PM - 4.10PM - Aboriginals
X 4.15PM - 4.35PM - Lauren Kelly
X 4.40PM - 4.55PM - Kush Gal
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Sound Production
Music
Music Business

Lewis Capaldi
Former New College Lanarkshire HND Music student

Sound Production
Whether you want to work
in music production, postproduction for flm/TV, live sound,
game audio, creative sound
design or mastering, our courses
will give you the knowledge
and practical skills needed for
a successful career within the
Creative Industries.
You will have access to frst-class
recording studios incorporating
industry-standard hardware
and software, bespoke digital
audio workstation labs and have
the opportunity to participate
in location sound recording
throughout Scotland.

Music
Throughout our music courses
you will receive instrumental
tuition on your frst-choice
instrument, with several

opportunities to hone your
performance skills in a
live environment. Student
performances and gigs take
place in a number of Glasgowbased venues including Oran Mor,
King Tuts Wah Wah Hut, Ivory
Blacks, Box and The Blue Arrow.

Music Business
The music industry is known to
be difcult to break into. Music
business courses at New College
Lanarkshire will provide you with
the professional and practical
skills and knowledge that will
give you a leading advantage
in this competitive and thriving
industry.

Choose your new Music / Sound
Production course this 2020
Our dedicated courses are designed to give you
skills that you can use in the real world.
Whether you have a creative streak, a technical
mind or a musical talent, New College Lanarkshire
has a course you’ll love. Ofering various entry
levels, our dedicated lecturing team will help you
determine the right start for you where you’ll have
the opportunity to progress to our degree course.

www.nclanarkshire.ac.uk

#QUESTIONSESSION
QUESTIONSESSION.CO.UK
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